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Description

Technical Field

[0001] Various embodiments relate to an iris dia-
phragm comprising a stationary ring, a rotatable adjust-
ing ring, and a plurality of shutter blades. The plurality of
shutter blades forms a diaphragm aperture inside the sta-
tionary ring and rotation of the adjusting ring moves the
shutter blades inside the stationary ring whereby the size
of the diaphragm aperture can be changed. The present
invention relates to a light fixture comprising such iris
diaphragm which is arranged between a light source gen-
erating a light beam and an optical assembly configured
to project the light beam along an optical axis.

Background

[0002] In order to create various light effects and mood
lighting in connection with concerts, live shows, TV
shows, sport events or as a part of an architectural in-
stallation, light fixtures creating various effects are getting
more and more used in the entertainment industry. Typ-
ically entertainment light fixtures creates a light beam
having a beam width and a divergence and can for in-
stance be wash/flood fixtures creating a relatively wide
light beam with a uniform light distribution or it can be
profile fixtures adapted to project image onto a target
surface.
[0003] Typically such light fixtures comprises a least
one light source generating a light beam propagating
along an optical axis and an optical assembly configured
to project the light beam along the optical axis. Light fix-
tures for entertainment can comprise a number of light
effect components which is configured to be inserted into
the light beam in order to provide different light effects.
The light effect components can for instance provide any
light effects known in the art of intelligent/entertainments
lighting for instance, a CMY color mixing system, color
filters, gobos, animation effects wheels, a iris dia-
phragms, a focus lenses, zoom lenses, prism effect com-
ponents, framing systems or any other light effects known
in the art.
[0004] Light designers and programmers typically
want as many effects as possible in a light fixture as this
give the light designer and programmers many options
when creating light shows. Additionally light designers
and programmers constantly desire to have new light ef-
fects which can be used to create light shows.
[0005] US 2011/0063847 discloses a stage lighting fix-
ture with a casing having a closed first end and an open
second end; a light source housed inside the casing,
close to the first end, to emit a light beam along an optical
axis oriented longitudinally with respect to the casing; an
objective optical system located along the optical axis,
at the second end of the casing, and having a focus po-
sition; a circular-aperture diaphragm located along the
optical axis, between the light source and the objective

optical system, to intercept the beam; and an iris dia-
phragm located along the optical axis, between the light
source and the objective optical system, and which can
be set to the focus position. The stage lighting fixture has
a first rotary-gobo plate, a fixed-gobo plate, a second
rotary-gobo plate, a circular- or polygonal-aperture dia-
phragm and an iris diaphragm.
[0006] WO 97/05423 A1 discloses an apparatus for
modifying a light beam, wherein the apparatus comprises
a set of blades moveable across the beam, wherein each
set of blades is arranged into a first subset of blades and
a second subset of blades, and wherein the respective
subsets of blades area axially spaced from each other.
The apparatus is particularly suitable in an apparatus
comprising a light source and/or means for directing and
focusing the light.
[0007] US 2010/0014291 A1 discloses a lighting de-
vice comprising a plurality of overlapping leaves hingedly
attached to a base that can be manipulated to control the
size of an opening through which light from a light source
passes, and thereby the size and intensity of the light. In
some embodiments the device includes an off-center
lighting source whereby a light beam is emitted at an
angle to an axis passing through the center of the opening
formed by the leaves.

Summary

[0008] It is an object to provide an advanced light effect
system for an entertainment light fixture. The new light
effect system is provided by an iris diaphragm as de-
scribed by the independent claim. The dependent claims
describe possible embodiments of the present invention.

Brief Description of the Drawings

[0009]

FIG. 1 illustrates a simplified embodiment of the light
fixture comprising an iris diaphragm according to the
present invention;

FIG. 2 illustrates a front view of a shutter blade com-
prising a transparent region according to the present
invention;

FIG. 3a-3c illustrate an iris diaphragm comprising 16
of the shutter blade illustrated in FIG. 2;

FIG. 4a-4d illustrate front views of the iris diaphragm
in fig 3a-3c at different settings;

FIG. 5a-5d illustrate images created by the iris dia-
phragm at the different settings illustrated in FIG 4a-
4d;

FIG. 6 illustrates a front view of another shutter blade
comprising a plurality of transparent regions;
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FIG. 7a-7c illustrate front views of an iris diaphragm
comprising 10 of the shutter blade illustrated in FIG.
6;

FIG. 8a-8c illustrate images created by the iris dia-
phragm at the different settings illustrated in FIG 7a-
7d;

FIG. 9 illustrates a front view of another shutter blade
comprising transparent region having another form;

FIG. 10a-10c illustrate front views of an iris dia-
phragm comprising 16 of the shutter blades illustrat-
ed in FIG. 9;

FIG. 11a-11c illustrate images created by the iris di-
aphragm at the different settings illustrated in FIG
7a-7d;

FIG. 12 illustrates a front view of an iris diaphragm
comprising 10 of the shutter blades illustrated in FIG.
2;

FIG. 13 illustrates the image created by the iris dia-
phragm illustrated in FIG. 12;

FIG. 14 illustrates a structural diagram of a light fix-
ture comprising a iris diaphragm according to various
embodiments;

FIG. 15 illustrates a structural diagram of a moving
head light fixture comprising an iris diaphragm ac-
cording to various embodiments;

FIG. 16 illustrates a front view of an iris diaphragm
comprising 16 of the shutter blades illustrated in FIG.
6;

FIG. 17 illustrate the image created by the iris dia-
phragm illustrated in FIG. 16.

Detailed Description of Embodiments

[0010] The present invention is described in view of
exemplary embodiments only intended to illustrate the
principles of the present invention. The skilled person will
be able to provide several embodiments within the scope
of the claims. In the illustrated embodiments the illustrat-
ed light beams and optical means do only serve to illus-
trate the principles of the invention rather than illustrating
exact and precise light beams and optical means.
Throughout the description the reference numbers of
similar elements providing similar effects have the same
last two digits.
[0011] FIG. 1 illustrates an embodiment of a light fixture
101 according to the present invention. The light fixture
comprises at least one light source 103 generating a light
beam 105 propagating along an optical axis 107. The

light source can be any known light source for instance
incandescent lamps, discharge lamps, plasma lamps,
LEDs, OLEDs, PLEDs, etc. or any combination thereof.
It is also to be understood that any number of light sources
can be used. Additionally the light source(s) can be ac-
companied by optical components configured to collect
light and convert the light into a light beam propagating
along the optical axis 107. The optical components can
be any optical component capable of modifying the light
for instance optical lenses, reflectors, light mixing rods,
TIR lenses etc. or combination thereof. It is to be under-
stood that the illustrated light beam only serves to illus-
trate that the light beam propagates along the optical
axis. The light fixture comprises also an optical assembly
109 configured to collect and project at least a part of the
light beam along the optical axis. The optical assembly
109 can comprise any kind of optical components. The
optical assembly can for instance be used to adjust the
beam width and/or diverges of the light beam. The optical
assembly can also be configured to create an image of
an object point between the light source and the optical
assembly at an image point along the optical axis as
known in the art of projecting devices. The optical as-
sembly can also comprise optical components for focus-
ing the images at different positions along the optical axis
107.
[0012] The light fixture comprises an iris diaphragm
system 114 comprising an iris diaphragm 111, an actu-
ator 115 and a coupling linkage 113 connecting the iris
diaphragm and the actuator. The iris diaphragm 111 com-
prises a stationary mount ring, a rotatable adjusting ring,
and a plurality of shutter blades (shown in FIG. 2, 6, 9).
The plurality of blades forming a diaphragm aperture 112
and the diaphragm aperture is adjustable between a
maximum opening and a minimum opening by rotation
of the adjusting ring between a maximum opening posi-
tion and a minimum opening position. The iris diaphragm
can be any known iris diaphragm where a plurality of
blades are pivotally attached to the stationary ring and
where rotation of the adjusting ring causes the blades to
pivot around the pivot point and partially move towards
the center of the iris diaphragm. FIG. 3a-3c show an ex-
emplary embodiment of an iris diaphragm in further de-
tail, however it is to be understood that other embodiment
of the iris diaphragm can be used. It is also to be under-
stood that the blades can have any suitable shape caus-
ing the iris aperture to close and open upon rotation of
the adjusting ring.
[0013] FIG. 2 illustrates a shutter blade used in an iris
diaphragm according to an embodiment. The shutter
blade 219 is formed as an opaque flat surface 221 com-
prising a diaphragm edge 223. The diaphragm edge of
the shutter blades forms thus an opaque diaphragm edge
defining the size of the diaphragm aperture. The opaque
flat surface comprises at least one transparent region
225 where through light can pass. The shutter blade 219
comprises a pivot pin 227 which fits into a corresponding
pivot hole in the stationary ring enabling the shutter blade
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to pivot around the center of the pivot hole. The other
end of the shutter blade comprises a moving pin 229
which fits into a moving guide in the adjusting ring and
which upon rotation of the adjusting ring is forced along
the moving guide whereby the shutter blades pivot
around the pivot hole and partially moves into the dia-
phragm aperture. In the illustrated embodiment the pivot
pin and the moving pin protrudes from opposite sides of
the opaque surface. The transparent region is formed as
an oblong region which has substantially the same but
smaller shape as the outer contour of the shutter blade.
This results in the fact that, when a plurality of such shut-
ter blades is incorporated in the same iris diaphragm,
many apertures are created around the diaphragm ap-
erture. In the illustrated embodiment distance d from the
diaphragm edge 223 to leading edge 224 of the trans-
parent region is substantially constant. In the illustrated
embodiment the transparent region is larger than the flat
opaque surface of the shutter blade. In an iris diaphragm
comprising a plurality of overlapping shutter blades with
transparent regions this will results in the fact the more
transparent regions there are the more apertures are cre-
ated around the iris diaphragm. In other embodiments
the area of the transparent region of the shutter blade is
more than 25% larger than the area of the area of the
opaque surface of the shutter blades.
[0014] The transparent region 225 result in the fact that
the light can pass through the areas at opaque flat surface
221 whereby light patterns can be created in the normal
dark region around the diaphragm aperture and these
patterns can be varied by rotating the rotating ring.
[0015] The shutter blade can be provided as a metal
plate where the transparent region is formed as an open-
ing (cut away) in the metal plate. Alternatively the shutter
blades can be provided as a transparent plate e.g. in
glass or polymer where the opaque region is provided
as a non-transparent coating. It is also possible to provide
color filters such as dichroic filters at the transparent re-
gions whereby the color light passing through the trans-
parent regions can be colored according to the color filter.
[0016] FIG. 3a-3c illustrate different views of an iris di-
aphragm system according various embodiments, where
FIG. 3a is a back view; FIG. 3b is a front perspective view
and FIG. 3c is an exploded view. The iris diaphragm sys-
tem comprises an iris diaphragm 311 comprising a sta-
tionary mount ring 331, a rotatable adjusting ring 333,
and a plurality of shutter blades 219. In the illustrated
embodiment the iris diaphragm comprises 16 shutter
blades 219 however is noticed that the numbered of shut-
ter blades can be varied in order to create various light
patterns. The shutter blades are embodied as the shutter
blade 219 illustrated in FIG. 2 and identical features have
been given the same reference numbers as in FIG. 2.
The plurality of shutter blades forming a diaphragm ap-
erture 312 and the diaphragm aperture is adjustable be-
tween a maximum opening and a minimum opening by
rotation of the adjusting ring between a maximum open-
ing position and a minimum opening position. The plu-

rality of shutter blades 219 are pivotally attached to the
stationary ring and rotation of the adjusting ring causes
the shutter blades to pivot around the pivot point and
partially move towards the center of the diaphragm ap-
erture. In the illustrated embodiment one end of each
shutter blade 219 comprise a pivot pin 227 which fits into
a corresponding pivot hole 335 in the stationary ring 331.
Each shutter blade can thus pivot around the center of
the pivot hole. The other end of each shutter blade com-
prises a moving pin 229 which fits into a moving guide
337 in the adjusting ring 333. The shutter blades 219 and
the adjusting ring 333 are arranged inside the stationary
ring and the adjusting ring can rotate in relation to the
stationary ring. The moving pins of the shutter blades is
upon rotation of the adjusting ring forced along the mov-
ing guide whereby the shutter blades pivot around the
pivot hole and parity moves into the diaphragm aperture.
[0017] The diaphragm system comprises coupling link-
age 339 comprising a first lever 341 and a second lever
343. The first end of the first lever 341 is connected to
the adjustment ring 333 at the connection pin 345. The
connection pin 345 extends through an oblong opening
347 in the outer perimeter of the stationary ring. The sec-
ond end of the first lever 341 is pivotally connected to the
first end of the second lever 343 at a pivot point 349. The
second lever is fixed to the actuator axel 351 and will
rotate around the actuator axel whereby the pivot point
349 revolves around the center of rotation of the actuator
axel. By connecting the second end of the first level piv-
otally to a point revolving around the center of rotation of
the actuator axel results in the fact that the first lever is
moved in relation to the iris diaphragm. The first end of
the first lever will then transform this movement into a
rotation of the adjusting ring whereby the shutter blades
will move in and out of the diaphragm aperture.
[0018] In one embodiment the first lever and the pivot
point are mutual arranged such that the adjusting ring
rotates in a first rotation direction prior to revolving of the
pivot point past the maximum actuator position and such
that the adjusting ring rotates in a second rotation direc-
tion after revolving of the pivot point past the maximum
actuator position. Revolution of the pivot point past the
maximum actuator position changes thus the direction
of rotation of the adjusting ring. Similar the first lever and
the pivot point are mutual arranged such that the adjust-
ing ring rotates in the second rotation direction prior to
revolving the pivot point past the minimum actuator po-
sition and such that the adjusting ring rotates in the first
rotation direction after revolving the pivot point past the
minimum actuator position.
[0019] Additionally the first lever 341 comprises a
curved part which makes it possible to ensure that the
first lever does not move into the iris diaphragm and
makes it possible to arrange the rotation actuator and iris
diaphragm in a more close arrangement. The curved part
can in one embodiment be provided such that it has sub-
stantially the same curvature as the outer perimeter of
the iris diaphragm.
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[0020] It is noticed that other coupling linkages be-
tween the actuator and the iris diaphragm can be provid-
ed. For instance coupling linkages, which require to ac-
tuator to alternate the direction of rotation in order to open
and close the iris diaphragm aperture.
[0021] The illustrated embodiment of the iris dia-
phragm system only serves to illustrate one example of
an iris diaphragm system where the shutter blades are
arranged to provide a variable diaphragm aperture and
where transparent regions of the shutter blades form a
number of apertures around the diaphragm aperture. It
is noticed that an iris diaphragm with a shutter blade com-
prising flat opaque surface having at least one transpar-
ent region can be provided by using any traditional iris
diaphragm system by replacing at least one the fully
opaque shutter blades with a shutter blade having a
transparent region.
[0022] The diaphragm system 311 illustrated in figs.
3a-3c comprises 16 of the shutter blades illustrated in
FIG. 2. By providing a plurality of shutter blades having
identical transparent regions in the opaque flat surface
results in the fact the light patterns created around the
diaphragm aperture has a regular patter which has an
esthetic good appearance when used to create light ef-
fects. This is achieved as the shutter blades moves si-
multaneously and the identical transparent regions forms
apertures around the diaphragm aperture in regular pat-
tern.
[0023] FIG. 4a-4d illustrates front views of the iris dia-
phragm of FIG. 3a-3c in different settings and FIG. 5a-
5d illustrate images created by the iris diaphragm of a
corresponding setting. The images can be created by
projecting an image of the diaphragm onto a target sur-
face using an optical assembly as described in connec-
tion with FIG. 1.
[0024] FIG. 4a illustrates the iris diaphragm in the max-
imum open position where the shutter blades are ar-
ranged along the peripheral edges of the stationary ring
and the adjusting ring and where the largest diaphragm
opening are formed. The corresponding image are
shown in FIG. 5a and illustrates a central circular bright
553 spot surrounded by a dark area 555.
[0025] FIG. 4b illustrates the iris diaphragm in a setting
where compared to the setting illustrated in FIG. 4a the
adjusting ring has been rotated in relation to the station-
ary ring and the shutter blades has pivoted into to the
opening of the stationary and adjusting ring. As a conse-
quence the size of the diaphragm opening 312 has been
reduced. The corresponding image is shown in FIG. 5b
and illustrates a central circular bright spot 553 surround-
ed by a dark area 555 where a plurality of peripheral
bright spots 557 have been created around the central
circular bright spot. The plurality of peripheral bright spots
557 forms a peripheral light pattern around the central
bright spot. The plurality of peripheral bright spots is
formed due to the fact the transparent regions of the shut-
ter blades 229 overlaps and forms apertures in the area
surrounding the diaphragm aperture.

[0026] FIG. 4c illustrates the iris diaphragm in a setting
where compared to the settings illustrated in figs. 4a and
4b the adjusting ring has been rotated further in relation
to the stationary ring and the shutter blades has pivoted
further into to the opening of the stationary and adjusting
ring. As a consequence the size of the diaphragm open-
ing 312 has been further reduced. The corresponding
image is shown in FIG. 5c and illustrates that the size of
the central circular bright spot 553 has been reduced and
the peripheral light pattern has changed.
[0027] FIG. 4d illustrates the iris diaphragm in a setting
where compared to the setting illustrated in figs. 4a-4c
the adjusting ring has been rotated even more in relation
to the stationary ring and the shutter blades has pivoted
further into to the opening of the stationary and adjusting
ring. As a consequence the size of the diaphragm open-
ing 312 has been reduced even more. The corresponding
image is shown in FIG. 5d and illustrates that the size of
the central circular bright spot 553 has been reduced and
the peripheral light pattern has changed.
[0028] Figs. 4a-4b and figs. 5a-5c illustrate that a new
light effect can be created by the iris diaphragm according
to various embodiments as it is possible to provide pe-
ripheral light patterns around the central opening formed
by the diaphragm edge of the shutter blades. It is to be
understood that many more peripheral light patterns can
be created as the adjusting ring and stationary ring can
be arrange in a large number of positions in relation to
each other whereby the shutter blades also can be ar-
ranged in a large number of positions resulting in the fact
that a large number of peripheral light patterns can be
created. It is further to be understood that the adjusting
ring and stationary ring continuously can be moved in
relation to each other resulting in the fact the central cir-
cular bright spot dynamically changes size and the pe-
ripheral light patterns changes dynamically.
[0029] FIG. 6 illustrates another embodiment of a shut-
ter blade used in an iris diaphragm according to various
embodiments. The shutter blade is similar to the shutter
blade illustrated in FIG. 2 and similar elements have been
given the same reference numbers. In this embodiment
a plurality of transparent regions 625 have been formed
in the flat opaque surface 221. The plurality of transparent
are formed as oblong shapes, however it is noticed that
the transparent regions can be formed in any arbitrary
shape.
[0030] FIG. 7a-7c illustrates front views of another an
iris diaphragm 711 with 10 of the shutter blade shown in
FIG. 6 in different settings and figs. 8a-8c illustrate im-
ages created by the iris diaphragm at a corresponding
setting. Comparing the corresponding images of the sim-
ilar settings having substantial the same diaphragm ap-
erture of the previous or the following figures shows that
the peripheral light pattern 857 can be designed by
changing the size, shape and number of transparent re-
gions at the shutter blades.
[0031] In the illustrated embodiment the shutter blades
have been arrange in different layers and it is thus pos-
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sible to move the shutter blades into a position (illustrated
in FIG. 7c and 8c) where the diaphragm aperture 312 is
completely closed and where the central bright spot 553
is missing.
[0032] In alternatively embodiments the shutter blades
can be arranged in a merged setting where the shutter
blades are merged into each other such that the first shut-
ter blade is arranged below the second shutter blade,
and the second shutter blade are arranged below the
third shutter blade and so on until the last shutter blade,
which is arranged below the first shutter blade. Thus each
shutter blade are arranged below at least one neighbor-
ing shutter blade and above at least another neighboring
shutter blade. As a consequence the shutter blades are
forced into nearly the same plane which makes it possible
to provide a very sharp image of the pattern formed by
the shutter blades. One disadvantage of arranging the
shutter blades in a merged setting is the fact that the
shutter blades cannot be arranged in a setting where the
diaphragm aperture is fully closed. It is noticed the iris
diaphragm according to various embodiments can be
provided with the shutter blades in different layers and
in a merged setting or combinations thereof.
[0033] FIG. 9 illustrates another embodiment of a shut-
ter blade 919 according to various embodiments. The
shutter blade is similar to the shutter blade illustrated in
FIG. 2 and similar elements have been given the same
reference numbers. In this embodiment the transparent
region has been formed as a scalloped oblong pattern.
[0034] FIG. 10a-10c illustrates front views of an iris di-
aphragm 1011 with 16 of the shutter blade shown in FIG.
9 in different settings and figs. 11α-11c illustrate images
created by the iris diaphragm at a corresponding setting.
Comparing the corresponding images of the similar set-
tings having substantial the same diaphragm aperture of
the previous or the following figures shows that the pe-
ripheral light pattern 1157 can be designed by changing
the size, shape and number of transparent regions at the
shutter blades
[0035] FIG. 12 illustrates a front view of another an iris
diaphragm 1211 with 10 of the shutter blades shown in
FIG. 2 in a closed setting and FIG. 13 illustrates the cor-
responding image. Comparing this image with image of
the nearly same setting of the iris diaphragm illustrated
311 in FIG. 5d shows that peripheral light pattern 1337
changes when the number of shutter blades changes.
[0036] FIG. 16 illustrates front views of another an iris
diaphragm 1611 with 16 of the shutter blades shown in
FIG. 6 in a closed setting and FIG. 17 illustrates the cor-
responding image. Comparing this image with image of
the same setting of the iris diaphragm illustrated 711 in
FIG. 8c shows that peripheral light pattern 1757 changes
when the number of shutter blades changes.
[0037] In the previous figures the iris diaphragms has
been illustrated as having a plurality of shutter blades
with identical transparent regions, however it is to be no-
ticed the shutter blades having different transparent re-
gions also can be provided in the same iris diaphragm.

For instance in order to provide different peripheral light
patterns around the central bright spot. In one embodi-
ment a number of shutter blades with different shaped
transparent regions can be provided in an alternating pat-
tern. For instance two kinds of shutter blades having dif-
ferent transparent regions can be provided such that the
kind of shutter blades changes every second shutter
blade. Additional it is also noticed that the outer control
of the plurality of shutter blades can be different.
[0038] FIG. 14 illustrates a structural diagram of a light
fixture 1401 comprising an iris diaphragm system 114
according to various embodiments. The iris diaphragm
system 1414 is similar to the iris diaphragms shown in
the previous figures and will not be escribed in further
details.
[0039] The light fixture comprises a plurality of light
sources 1403 formed as LEDs arranged on a heat sink
14304, a light collector 1459, an optical gate 1461 and
an optical assembly 1409. The light sources and heat
sink are arranged at the bottom part of a lamp housing
1463 of the light fixture and the other components are
arranged inside the lamp housing 1463. The light collec-
tor 1459 is adapted to collect light from the LEDs 1403
and to convert the collected light into a plurality of light
beams 1405 (dotted lines) propagating along the optical
axis 1407 (dash-dotted line). The light collector can be
embodied as any optical means capable of collecting at
least a part of the light emitted by the LEDs and convert
the collected light to a light beam. In the illustrated em-
bodiment the light collector comprises a number of lens-
lets each collecting light from one of the LEDs and con-
verting the light into a corresponding light beam. However
it is noticed that the light collector also can be embodied
as single optical lens, a Fresnel lens, a number of TIR
lenses (total reflection lenses), a number of light rods etc.
or combinations thereof. It is understood that light beams
propagating along the optical axis contain rays of light
propagating at an angle, e.g. an angle less than 45 de-
grees to the optical axis. The light collector may be con-
figured to fill the optical the gate 1461 with light from the
light sources 1403 so that the area, i.e. the aperture, of
the optical gate 1461 is illuminated with a uniform inten-
sity or optimized for max output. The optical gate 1461
is arranged along the optical axis 1407.
[0040] The optical assembly 1409 may be configured
to collect at least a part of the light beams transmitted
through the optical gate 1461 and to image the optical
gate at a distance along the optical axis. For example,
the optical assembly 1409 may be configured to image
the optical gate 1461 onto some object such as a screen,
e.g. a screen on a concert stage. A certain image, e.g.
some opaque pattern provided on a transparent window,
an open pattern in a non-transparent material, or imaging
object such as GOBOs known in the field of entertainment
lighting, may be contained within the gate 1461 so that
that the illuminated image can be imaged by the optical
projecting system. In the light fixture according to various
embodiments the opaque pattern with a transparent win-
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dow can be provided an iris diaphragm according to var-
ious embodiments as described in the previous figures.
Accordingly, the light fixture 1401 may be used for en-
tertainment lighting.
[0041] In the illustrated embodiment the light is direct-
ed along the optical axis 1407 by the light collector 1459
and passes through a number of light effects before ex-
iting the light fixture through a front lens 1409a. The light
effects can for instance be any light effects known in the
art of intelligent/entertainments lighting for instance, a
CMY color mixing system 1465, color filters 1467, gobos
1469 animation effects 1471, a iris diaphragm system,
114, a focus lens group 1409c, zoom lens group 1409b,
prism effect 1473, framing effects (not shown), or any
other light effects known in the art. The mentioned light
effects only serves to illustrate the principles of an illumi-
nating device for entertainment lighting and the person
skilled in the art of entertainment lighting will be able to
construct other variations with additional are less light
effects. Further it is noticed that the order and positions
of the light effects can be changed. The iris diaphragm
111 is illustrated as the iris diaphragm shown in FIG. 1
and similar features are labeled with the same reference
numbers as in fig 1. The iris diaphragm comprises thus
at least one shutter blade formed as a flat opaque surface
the shutter blade comprises a comprising a diaphragm
edge, where the diaphragm edges of the shutter blades
form a diaphragm aperture inside the stationary ring and
rotation of the adjusting ring moves shutter blades inside
the stationary ring. At least one of the shutter blades com-
prises at least one transparent region formed in the
opaque flat surface and at least one transparent region
can be arranged inside the stationary ring.
[0042] FIG. 15 illustrates a structural diagram of a mov-
ing head light fixture 1502 comprising a head 1506 ro-
tatable connected to a yoke 1508 where the yoke is ro-
tatable connected to a base 1510. The head is substan-
tially identical to the light fixture shown in FIG. 14 and
substantial identical features are labeled with the same
reference numbers as in FIG. 14 will not be described
further. The moving head light fixture comprises pan ro-
tating means for rotating the yoke in relation to the base,
for instance by rotating a pan shaft 1575 connected to
the yoke and arranged in a bearing (not shown) in the
base). A pan motor 1577 is connected to the pan shaft
1575 through a pan belt 1579 and is configured to rotate
the shaft and yoke in relation to the base through the pan
belt. The moving head light fixture comprises tilt rotating
means for rotating the head in relation to the yoke, for
instance by rotating a tilt shaft 1581 connected to the
head and arranged in a bearing (not shown) in the yoke).
A tilt motor 1583 is connected to the tilt shaft 1581 through
a tilt belt 1585 and is configured to rotate the shaft and
head in relation to the yoke through the tilt belt. The skilled
person will realize that the pan and tilt rotation means
can be constructed in many different ways using mechan-
ical components such as motors, shafts, gears, cables,
chains, transmission systems, bearings etc. Alternatively

it is noticed that it also is possible to arrange the pan
motor in the base and/or arrange the tilt motor in the head.
[0043] As known in the prior art the moving head light
fixture receives electrical power 1587 from an external
power supply (not shown). The electrical power is re-
ceived by an internal power supply 1589 which adapts
and distributes electrical power through internal power
lines (not shown) to the subsystems of the moving head.
The internal power system can be constructed in many
different ways for instance by connecting all subsystems
to the same power line. The skilled person will however
realize that some of the subsystems in the moving head
need different kind of power and that a ground line also
can be used. The light source will for instance in most
applications need a different kind of power than step mo-
tors and driver circuits.
[0044] The light fixture comprises also a controller
1591 which controls the components (other subsystems)
in the light fixture based on an input signal 1593 indicative
light effect parameters, position parameters and other
parameters related to the moving head lighting fixture.
The controller receives the input signal from a light con-
troller (not shown) as known in the art of intelligent and
entertainment lighting for instance by using a standard
protocol like DMX, ArtNET, RDM etc. Typically the light
effect parameter is indicative of at least one light effect
parameter related to the different light effects in the light
system. The controller 1591 is adapted to send com-
mands and instructions to the different subsystems of
the moving head through internal communication lines
(not shown). The internal communication system can be
based on a various type of communications net-
works/systems. It is noticed that the light fixture illustrated
in FIG. 14 also comprise a controller configured to control
the components of the light fixture.
[0045] The moving head can also comprise user input
means enabling a user to interact directly with the moving
head instead of using a light controller to communicate
with the moving head. The user input means 1595 can
for instance be bottoms, joysticks, touch pads, keyboard,
mouse etc. The user input means can also be supported
by a display 1597 enabling the user to interact with the
moving head through a menu system shown on the dis-
play using the user input means. The display device and
user input means can in one embodiment also be inte-
grated as a touch screen.

Claims

1. An iris diaphragm (111, 311, 711, 1011, 1211, 1311)
comprising a stationary ring (331), a rotatable ad-
justing ring (333), and shutter blades (219, 619, 919),
wherein said shutter blades comprise an opaque flat
surface having a diaphragm edge (223), said dia-
phragm edges of said shutter blades forming a dia-
phragm aperture (112, 312) inside said stationary
ring,
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wherein rotation of said adjusting ring moves said
shutter blades inside said stationary ring,
wherein at least one of said shutter blades comprises
at least one transparent region (225, 625, 925)
formed in the respective opaque surface,
characterized in that said at least one transparent
region is bigger than said opaque flat surface.

2. The iris diaphragm according to claim 1, wherein said
at least one transparent region is arranged inside
said stationary ring.

3. The iris diaphragm according to any one of claims
1-2, wherein
each one of a plurality of said shutter blades com-
prises at least one transparent region formed in the
respective opaque surface and
the plurality of said shutter blades are at least par-
tially overlapping and
the transparent regions of said plurality of shutter
blades are configured to partially overlap inside said
stationary ring whereby a number of transparent re-
gions are formed between said diaphragm aperture
and said stationary ring.

4. The iris diaphragm according to any one of claims
1-3, wherein said at least one transparent region is
smaller than and has substantially the same shape
as said outer contour.

5. The iris diaphragm according to any one of claims
1-4, wherein the at least one of said shutter blades
is arc shaped and said at least one transparent re-
gion is arc shaped.

6. The iris diaphragm according to any one of claims
1-5, wherein the at least one of said shutter blades
is formed of a flat metal plate and wherein said at
least one transparent region is formed as an opening
in said flat metal plate.

7. The iris diaphragm according to any one of claims
1-6, wherein the at least one of said shutter blades
is formed of a transparent plate and wherein said
opaque region is provided as a non-transparent coat-
ing.

8. The iris diaphragm according to any one of claims
1-7, wherein said at least one transparent region
comprise a color filter.

9. The iris diaphragm according to any one of claims
1-8, wherein said shutter blades are arranged in a
merged setting where each shutter blade is arranged
below at least one neighboring shutter blade and
above at least another neighboring shutter blade.

10. The iris diaphragm according to any one of claims

1-9, wherein said at least one transparent region
forms a peripheral light pattern around said dia-
phragm aperture (112, 312).

11. A light fixture (101,1401, 1502) comprising at least
one light source (103, 1403) configured to generate
a light beam (105, 1405) and an optical assembly
(109, 1409) configured to project at least a part of
said light beam along an optical axis (107, 1407),
wherein said light fixture comprises at least one iris
diaphragm according to any one of claims 1-10, and
wherein said at least one iris diaphragm is arranged
in said light beam between said light source and said
optical assembly.

12. The light fixture according to claim 11, wherein said
optical assembly is configured to provide an image
of said at least one iris diaphragm along said optical
axis.

13. The light fixture according to any one of claims 11-12,
wherein said light fixture comprises an actuator (115)
and a coupling linkage (113) connecting said at least
one iris diaphragm and said actuator, wherein said
actuator is configured to rotate said adjusting ring
whereby said shutter blades move inside said sta-
tionary ring.

Patentansprüche

1. Irismembran (111, 311, 711, 1011, 1211, 1311), um-
fassend einen feststehenden Ring (331), einen dreh-
baren Einstellring (333) und Blendenflügel (219,
619, 919),
wobei die Blendenflügel eine lichtundurchlässige
ebene Fläche umfassen, die einen Membranrand
(223) aufweist, wobei die Membranränder dieser
Blendenflügel eine Membranöffnung (112, 312) in-
nerhalb des feststehenden Rings bilden,
wobei die Drehung des Einstellrings die Blendenflü-
gel innerhalb des feststehenden Rings bewegt,
wobei mindestens einer der Blendenflügel mindes-
tens einen lichtdurchlässigen Bereich (225, 625,
925) umfasst, der in der jeweiligen lichtundurchläs-
sigen Fläche gebildet wird,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass dieser mindestens
eine lichtdurchlässige Bereich größer als die licht-
undurchlässige ebene Fläche ist.

2. Irismembran nach Anspruch 1, wobei der mindes-
tens eine lichtdurchlässige Bereich innerhalb des
feststehenden Rings angeordnet ist.

3. Irismembran nach einem der Ansprüche 1-2, wobei
jeder aus einer Vielzahl von Blendenflügeln mindes-
tens einen lichtdurchlässigen Bereich umfasst, der
in der jeweiligen lichtundurchlässigen Fläche gebil-
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det wird, und
die Vielzahl von Blendenflügeln sich mindestens
zum Teil überlappt und
die lichtdurchlässigen Bereiche der Vielzahl von
Blendenflügeln so konfiguriert sind, dass sie sich in-
nerhalb des feststehenden Rings zum Teil überlap-
pen, wobei eine Anzahl lichtdurchlässiger Bereiche
zwischen der Membranöffnung und dem feststehen-
den Ring gebildet wird.

4. Irismembran nach einem der Ansprüche 1-3, wobei
der mindestens eine lichtdurchlässige Bereich klei-
ner ist als die Außenkontur und im Wesentlichen die-
selbe Form wie die Außenkontur aufweist.

5. Irismembran nach einem der Ansprüche 1-4, wobei
der mindestens eine der Blendenflügel bogenförmig
ist und der mindestens eine lichtdurchlässige Be-
reich bogenförmig ist.

6. Irismembran nach einem der Ansprüche 1-5, wobei
der mindestens eine der Blendenflügel aus einer fla-
chen Metallplatte gebildet ist und wobei der mindes-
tens eine lichtdurchlässige Bereich als eine Öffnung
in dieser flachen Metallplatte gebildet ist.

7. Irismembran nach einem der Ansprüche 1-6, wobei
der mindestens eine der Blendenflügel aus einer
lichtdurchlässigen Platte gebildet ist und wobei der
lichtundurchlässige Bereich als nicht-lichtdurchläs-
sige Beschichtung bereitgestellt wird.

8. Irismembran nach einem der Ansprüche 1-7, wobei
der mindestens eine lichtdurchlässige Bereich einen
Farbfilter umfasst.

9. Irismembran nach einem der Ansprüche 1-8, wobei
die Blendenflügel in einer verbundenen Stellung an-
geordnet sind, wobei jeder Blendenflügel unter min-
destens einem benachbarten Blendenflügel und
über mindestens einem anderen benachbarten
Blendenflügel angeordnet ist.

10. Irismembran nach einem der Ansprüche 1-9, wobei
der mindestens eine lichtdurchlässige Bereich ein
peripheres Lichtmuster um die Membranöffnung
(112, 312) herum bildet.

11. Beleuchtungskörper (101, 1401, 1502), umfassend
mindestens eine Lichtquelle (103, 1403), die konfi-
guriert ist, um einen Lichtstrahl (105, 1405) zu er-
zeugen, und eine optische Anordnung (109, 1409),
die konfiguriert ist, um mindestens einen Teil dieses
Lichtstrahls entlang einer optischen Achse (107,
1407) zu projizieren, wobei der Beleuchtungskörper
mindestens eine Irismembran nach einem der An-
sprüche 1-10 umfasst und wobei die mindestens ei-
ne Irismembran in diesem Lichtstrahl zwischen der

Lichtquelle und der optischen Anordnung angeord-
net ist.

12. Beleuchtungskörper nach Anspruch 11, wobei die
optische Anordnung konfiguriert ist, um ein Bild der
mindestens einen Irismembran entlang der opti-
schen Achse bereitzustellen.

13. Beleuchtungskörper nach einem der Ansprüche
11-12, wobei der Beleuchtungskörper einen Aktor
(115) und eine Kupplungsverbindung (113), die die
mindestens eine Irismembran und den Aktor verbin-
det, umfasst, wobei der Aktor konfiguriert ist, um den
Einstellring zu drehen, wodurch die Blendenflügel
sich innerhalb des feststehenden Rings bewegen.

Revendications

1. Diaphragme à iris (111, 311, 711, 1011, 1211, 1311)
comprenant une bague fixe (331), une bague de ré-
glage rotative (333) et des lames d’obturateur (219,
619, 919),
dans lequel lesdites lames d’obturateur compren-
nent une surface plate opaque ayant un bord de
diaphragme (223), lesdits bords de diaphragme des-
dites lames d’obturateur formant une ouverture de
diaphragme (112, 312) à l’intérieur de ladite bague
fixe,
dans lequel la rotation de ladite bague de réglage
déplace lesdites lames d’obturateur à l’intérieur de
ladite bague fixe,
dans lequel au moins l’une desdites lames d’ obtu-
rateur comprend au moins une région transparente
(225, 625, 925) formée dans la surface opaque res-
pective,
caractérisé en ce que ladite au moins une région
transparente est plus grande que ladite surface plate
opaque.

2. Diaphragme d’iris selon la revendication 1, dans le-
quel ladite au moins une région transparente est dis-
posée à l’intérieur de ladite bague fixe.

3. Diaphragme à iris selon l’une quelconque des reven-
dications 1 à 2, dans lequel
chacune d’une pluralité desdites lames d’obturateur
comprend au moins une région transparente formée
dans la surface opaque respective et
la pluralité desdites lames d’obturateur se chevau-
chent au moins partiellement et
les régions transparentes de ladite pluralité de lames
d’obturateur sont conçues pour se chevaucher par-
tiellement à l’intérieur de ladite bague fixe de sorte
qu’un certain nombre de régions transparentes sont
formées entre ladite ouverture de diaphragme et la-
dite bague fixe.
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4. Diaphragme à iris selon l’une quelconque des reven-
dications 1 à 3, dans lequel ladite au moins une ré-
gion transparente est plus petite et a sensiblement
la même forme que ledit contour extérieur.

5. Diaphragme à iris selon l’une quelconque des reven-
dications 1 à 4, dans lequel l’au moins une desdites
lames d’obturateur est en forme d’arc et ladite au
moins une région transparente est en forme d’arc.

6. Diaphragme à iris selon l’une quelconque des reven-
dications 1 à 5, dans lequel l’au moins une desdites
lames d’obturateur est formée d’une plaque métal-
lique plate et dans lequel ladite au moins une région
transparente est formée comme une ouverture dans
ladite plaque métallique plate.

7. Diaphragme à iris selon l’une quelconque des reven-
dications 1 à 6, dans lequel l’au moins une desdites
lames d’obturateur est formée d’une plaque trans-
parente et dans lequel ladite région opaque est pré-
vue sous la forme d’un revêtement non transparent.

8. Diaphragme à iris selon l’une quelconque des reven-
dications 1 à 7, dans lequel ladite au moins une ré-
gion transparente comprend un filtre de couleur.

9. Diaphragme à iris selon l’une quelconque des reven-
dications 1 à 8, dans lequel lesdites lames d’obtura-
teur sont disposées dans une configuration fusion-
née où chaque lame d’obturateur est disposée au-
dessous d’au moins une lame d’obturateur voisine
et au-dessus d’au moins une autre lame d’obturateur
voisine.

10. Diaphragme à iris selon l’une quelconque des reven-
dications 1 à 9, dans lequel ladite au moins une ré-
gion transparente forme un motif lumineux périphé-
rique autour de ladite ouverture de diaphragme (112,
312).

11. Appareil d’éclairage (101, 1401, 1502) comprenant
au moins une source lumineuse (103, 1403) conçue
pour générer un faisceau lumineux (105, 1405) et
un ensemble optique (109, 1409) conçu pour proje-
ter au moins une partie dudit faisceau lumineux le
long d’un axe optique (107, 1407), dans lequel ledit
appareil d’éclairage comprend au moins un
diaphragme à iris selon l’une quelconque des reven-
dications 1 à 10, et dans lequel ledit au moins un
diaphragme à iris est disposé dans ledit faisceau lu-
mineux entre ladite source lumineuse et ledit ensem-
ble optique.

12. Appareil d’éclairage selon la revendication 11, dans
lequel ledit ensemble optique est conçu pour fournir
une image dudit au moins un diaphragme à iris le
long dudit axe optique.

13. Appareil d’éclairage selon l’une quelconque des re-
vendications 11 à 12, dans lequel ledit appareil
d’éclairage comprend un actionneur (115) et une
liaison de couplage (113) reliant ledit au moins un
diaphragme à iris et ledit actionneur, dans lequel ledit
actionneur est conçu pour faire tourner ladite bague
de réglage de sorte que lesdites lames d’obturateur
se déplacent à l’intérieur de ladite bague fixe.
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